Non-Award & Cross-Institutional Students

How to accept or defer your offer

Accept Online

Accepting online is a 2 part-process

**Part I:** Accept or defer your offer in [Accept Online](#) to ensure your place in the program.

**Part II:** Confirm your personal details, complete the Financial and Student Declaration sections and enrol in your courses (lectures, tutorials etc.).

Non Award and Cross-Institutional students complete Part I (acceptance) and some sections of Part II, but do not enrol online. The Admissions Office liaises with Student Administration and Records to arrange your enrolment once you have completed Part I and Part II up to the Student Declaration and Confirmation.

**Deadline**

Accept your offer by the deadline stated in your offers detail in the [Accept Online](#). If you do not accept or defer by the deadline date your offer may lapse.

---

**Checklist**

Continue to work through the checklist below to accept or defer your offer.